EEG and EEG source-estimation are susceptible to electromyographic artifacts (EMG) generated by the cranial muscles. EMG can mask genuine effects or masquerade as a legitimate effectFeven in low frequencies, such as alpha (8-13 Hz). Although regression-based correction has been used previously, only cursory attempts at validation exist, and the utility for source-localized data is unknown. To address this, EEG was recorded from 17 participants while neurogenic and myogenic activity were factorially varied. We assessed the sensitivity and specificity of four regressionbased techniques: between-subjects, between-subjects using difference-scores, within-subjects condition-wise, and within-subject epoch-wise on the scalp and in data modeled using the LORETA algorithm. Although within-subject epoch-wise showed superior performance on the scalp, no technique succeeded in the source-space. Aside from validating the novel epoch-wise methods on the scalp, we highlight methods requiring further development.
A perpetual worry in electroencephalography (EEG) research is contamination by non-neural artifacts, as such artifacts can obscure genuine effects and generate artificial effects when confounded with experimental manipulations. Although a substantial body of work describing methods for removing ocular artifacts (i.e., blinks and saccadic movements) exists, methods for addressing electromyographic artifact (EMG) have received comparatively scant attention. This is troubling because EMG possesses a broad spatial and spectral distribution and a propensity for being confounded with experimental manipulations (Borden, Peterson, & Jackson, 1991; Cohen, Davidson, Senulis, & Saron, 1992; Waterink & van Boxtel, 1994; Ohrbach et al., 1998; Dimberg, Thunberg, & Elmehed, 2000; Bradley, Codispoti, Cuthbert, & Lang, 2001; Coan & Allen, 2003) . These attributes make it difficult to draw unambiguous conclusions about the substantive scientific question of interest in cases where EMG contamination is probable.
EMG possesses a broad spatial distribution because muscle groups exist across the head, face, and neck, which are capable of independently generating EMG (Figure 1 ). Anterior electrodes are sensitive to facial muscles (corrugator supercilii and frontalis), temporal and central electrodes are sensitive to masticatory muscles (primarily masseter and temporalis), and posterior electrodes show sensitivity to muscles throughout the neck and shoulders (van Boxtel, 2001; Goncharova, McFarland, Vaughan, & Wolpaw, 2003; Whitham et al., 2007 Whitham et al., , 2008 . The definition of EMG is further complicated by the fact that the signal arising from each muscle group shows a characteristic power spectra; frontalis power peaks in 20-30 Hz, and temporalis has a multimodal spectra with a low peak around 20 Hz and broad plateau at 40-80 Hz (Goncharova et al., 2003) . However, myogenic effects also descend the frequency spectrum to frequencies as low as 2 Hz (Goncharova et al., 2003) making even the widely used alpha band (8-13 Hz) susceptible to muscle artifacts (Lee & Buchsbaum, 1987; Willis, Nelson, Rice, & Black, 1993; van Boxtel, 2001) . The presence of myogenic activity throughout the EEG spectrum was convincingly demonstrated by Whitham et al. (2007) , who recorded EEG during a simple cognitive task before and after the administration of a neuromuscular blockade that paralyzed the scalp musculature. Following administration, EEG power in the 25-30 Hz (i.e., high beta/low gamma) band was reduced 84%.
Given the prevalence of EMG contamination and its ability to distort inferences about neurogenic EEG signals, it is essential that researchers understand how to properly address the presence of this artifact in their data. Looking to the literature on ocular artifacts for inspiration, one sees that artifact can be addressed using either rejection-based methods that simply discard corrupted epochs of data, or correction-based methods that exploit highly stereotyped spatial and/or temporal distributions of artifact to remove their contributions to the data (Gratton, 1998; Jung et al., 2000; Onton, Westerfield, Townsend, & Makeig, 2006; Fitzgibbon, Powers, Pope, & Clark, 2007) . Rejectionbased methods are most appropriate for transient artifacts, such as blinks and saccadic eye movements, that influence a small portion of the data record. The protracted time-course of lowintensity EMG makes such a rejection-based solution impractical, because the data rejection rate would be unacceptably high and erode the signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, EMG covaries with a number of psychological processes of interest, such as induced emotional states (Borden et al., 1991; Coan & Allen, 2003; Bradley et al., 2001) , facial expressions (including facial mimicry during the perception of emotional faces; Dimberg et al., 2000) , cognitive load (Cohen et al., 1992; Waterink & van Boxtel, 1994; Ohrbach et al., 1998; Whitham et al., 2007 Whitham et al., /2008 , and likely covaries with key demographic variables, such as age and psychiatric status. These observations indicate that rejecting data laden with EMG artifact would entail discarding the most interesting, psychologically discriminative periods of neural activity (Davidson, Ekman, Saron, Senulis, & Friesen, 1990) . For these reasons, EMG requires the use of an artifact correction method.
Unfortunately, the development of EMG correction of methods has been impeded by the absence of well-stereotyped spatial or temporal EMG distributions to serve as templates for filtering artifactual signal. Early commentators advocated the use of lowpass filters for EMG correction (Gotman, 1981; Barlow, 1984; Sadasivan & Dutt, 1995) ; however, this strategy does not ameliorate EMG contamination in the pass-band. More recently, power-residualization methods that require no a priori assumptions about the spatial distribution of EMG have been used to remove EMG contributions from frequencies of interest. A number of regression-based techniques for correcting EMG artifact have been described in the literature (for reviews, see Allen, Coan & Nazarian, 2004; Davidson, Jackson and Larson, 2000) . In each case, a pre-defined frequency band (e.g., 70-80 Hz) serves as an index of EMG activity and a variant of the general linear model (GLM; e.g., multiple regression, ANCOVA) is used to statistically partition variance from the neurogenic bandof-interest (e.g., alpha, gamma). Variations on this method have included performing regression between-subjects (Gasser, Schuller, & Gasser, 2005; Coan & Allen, 2003; Schellberg, Besthorn, Klos, & Gasser, 1990) or within-subjects (Davidson, Marshall, Tomarken, & Henriques, 2000; Pivik, Broughton, Coppola, Davidson, Fox, & Nuwer, 1993) . Furthermore, a variety of EMG indices have been reported: 25-100 Hz (Schellberg et al., 1990) , 51-69 Hz (Gasser et al., 2005) , 70-80 Hz , 70-90 Hz (Coan, Allen, & Harmon-Jones, 2001) , and 80-120 Hz (Lutz, Greischar, Rawlings, Ricard, & Davidson, 2004) .
Although the power-residualization method has established itself as the most prevalent means of correcting EMG contamination, only cursory attempts have been made to validate its performance. Gasser et al. (2005) report the only attempt to validate the residualization-based approach to EMG correction. They employed a 51-69 Hz EMG index to remove artifact from naturalistically collected resting EEG in both control and Alzheimer patients. Myogenic activity was not experimentally manipulated. Instead, epochs of data were visually inspected and subjectively categorized as ''EMG-corrupted'' or ''Clean'' by the investigators. Change in beta-band (17.5-25.0 Hz) spectral power between the corrupted and clean conditions was compared before and after between-subjects residualization. A strong The cranial musculature as depicted in Gray's Anatomy (Gray, 1918; http://www.bartleby.com/) . Nearly all cephalic electrodes lie on top of or adjacent to muscle, making EMG contamination a concern for the entire headFnot just anterior electrodes.
Corrupted-Clean effect was present before, but not after, correction. However, this result does not fully validate the method. The spontaneous (i.e., non-instructed) expression of EMG in a baseline period likely covaries with some psychological variable (e.g., anxiety) that would manifest itself in the EEG as well, so one does not know what the true underlying EEG signal should be after residualization. This concern about an unknown effect in the EEG signal coinciding with the EMG artifact is exacerbated by the use of Alzheimer patients that demonstrated a relationship between the amount of EMG present in their data and the status of their disease. Ad hoc experimental designs, such as Gasser et al. (2005) , cannot fully validate the correction method because the artifact is confounded with additional variables whose effects are unknown.
The primary aim of this paper was to rigorously validate EMG-residualization methods using a dataset where participants perform scripted facial movements and alpha blocking in a factorial design. This dataset enabled an evaluation of different EMG-bands and regression techniques to provide definitive validation by quantitatively evaluating the sensitivity (ability to remove artifactual myogenic signals) and specificity (ability to preserve non-artifactual neurogenic signals) of each technique on a variety of experimental contrasts. This analysis exclusively used alpha-band power because it is a popular band that is strongly linked to cerebral activation (Allen, Coan, & Nazarian, 2004; Oakes et al., 2004) , and its manipulation via eyes open/closed alpha blocking (i.e., the so-called ''Berger maneuver'') is a simple and well understood EEG effect. Blocking of sensory-modality specific actions has been shown to alter alpha-band power originating from the corresponding sensory cortex, such that the gross increase in cortical activation induced by these actions is reflected in decreased alpha-band power. The eyes open/closed manipulation performed here is a well-documented technique for manipulating activity within the occipital cortex, and by extension, alpha-band power at posterior electrodes (Berger, 1932 ,as cited in Allen, Coan, & Nazarian, 2004) .
A secondary aim was to examine whether regression-based techniques can be fruitfully extended to correct artifacts in intracerebral source-models of scalp-recorded spectral power. Source modeling is an increasingly popular technique for maximizing the anatomical information yielded by scalp-recorded EEG (Pizzagalli, 2007) and the dissemination of freely available software for performing source localization, such as LORETA-KEY (Pascual-Marqui, 1999 ; http://www.unizh.ch/keyinst/), SPM5 (Phillips, Rugg, & Friston, 2002a ; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/), and Cartool (http://brainmapping.unige.ch/Cartool.htm), is likely to accelerate this trend. It is important that researchers understand how muscle artifact is manifest in intracerebral solutions, and that the appropriate tools for correcting it are available. To these ends, we extended electrode-wise regression techniques to operate on a voxel-wise basis and assessed their sensitivity and specificity on distributed source solutions estimated using the low-resolution electromagnetic tomography (LORETA) algorithm for source localization.
Method

Participants
Seventeen individuals (16 female; M 5 24.1 years, SD 5 7.1) were recruited from the University of WisconsinFMadison community in accord with the guidelines prescribed by the local Institutional Review Board. They received US$20 for their participation.
Design
The experimental protocol took the form of a 2 (Alpha-blocking: Eyes Open, Eyes Closed) Â 2 (EMG: Tense, Relaxed) repeatedmeasures design. We anticipated that participants would generate greater EMG power during the tense compared to relaxed conditions, and greater alpha power, indicative of lessened activation (Allen, Coan, & Nazarian, 2004; Oakes et al., 2004) , during the eyes-closed condition (Berger, 1932 , as cited in Allen, Coan, & Nazarian, 2004 . For the remainder of this report, we refer to the experimental conditions using the following acronyms: OpenRelaxed (OR), Open-Tense (OT), Closed-Relaxed (CR), and Closed-Tense (CT).
Procedure
After obtaining consent, participants were instructed how to properly tense facial muscles during the experiment. Protocols from previous studies of facial EMG were adapted to achieve contraction of specific muscle groups (Goncharova et al., 2003; van Boxtel, 2001; Chung, Kim, & McCall, 2002) . Lifting and squeezing the eyebrows together contracted the frontalis and corrugator muscles, and lightly clenching the jaw engaged the masseter and temporalis. Participants were instructed that the intensity of contraction should create a visible facial expression, but remain light enough that they barely perceived the tension. A hand-held mirror was provided to help practice performing the movements.
EEG data were recorded in sixteen 32-s blocks (order counterbalanced across subjects). During each block, the intensity of muscle contraction was monitored via video monitor and realtime EEG. On the rare occasion that there were concerns about performance, participants received verbal feedback and the data for that block were re-recorded.
Scalp EEG Data Reduction and Analysis EEG data were collected using a 128-channel Geodesic Sensor Net (GSN128; Electrical Geodesics Inc., Eugene, OR) referenced to vertex (Cz) and sampled at 500 .
1 Data reduction used a combination of EEGLAB 4.5 (Delorme & Makeig, 2004 ; http://www.sccn.ucsd.edu/ eeglab/) and in-house code written for MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) in broad accord with previous reports by our group (e.g., Greischar et al., 2004) . A zero-phase 60-Hz notch filter removed line noise from calibrated (mV) data. Epochs (1.024-s) contaminated by gross artifacts (i.e., deviations exceeding AE 200 mV for more than half an epoch or variance exceeding 1000 mV 2 ) or flat channel(s) (epoch variance less than 0.25 mV 2 ) were automatically marked for rejection (Delorme, Sejnowski & Makeig, 2007) . These gross myographic artifacts were rejected from the data to better approximate the subtle contamination of signal that can occur when EMG covaries Validation of residualization 3 with an experimental treatment. In our experience, removal of gross artifact also facilitates the correction of ocular artifact. An independent component analysis (ICA)-based approach identified and removed ocular artifacts (Jung et al., 2000; Delorme et al., 2007) . Five independent components were extracted from the OR data for each subject after rejecting gross artifacts. Components indicative of ocular artifact were identified manually and removed from all experimental conditions. The use of ICA for the correction of EMG artifact is beyond the scope of the present report, but as discussed below is an important on-going area of methodological research in our laboratory and others (De Clercq, Vergult, Vanrumste, Paesschen, & Van Huffel, 2006; Mammone & Morabito, 2008) . After ocular artifact removal, unusable channels were interpolated using a spherical spline in cases where at least one neighboring electrode was usable Perrin, Pernier, Bertrand, & Echallier, 1989) . EEG data were re-referenced to an average montage (Davidson, Jackson, & Larson, 2000; Dien, 1998) and spectral power density (mV 2 /Hz) was estimated for the alpha EEG (8-13 Hz) and EMG bands (refer to section on EMG Indices for more detail) using Welch's (1967) method on sliding Hanning-windowed epochs (with 50% overlap). These estimates were log 10 transformed to normalize the distribution (Allen, Coan, & Nazarian, 2004; Gasser, Bacher & Mocks, 1982) . Because alpha represents an inverse measure of cerebral activity Allen et al., 2004; Oakes et al., 2004; Romei, Brodbeck, Michel, Amedi, Pascual-Leone, & Thut, 2007; Laufs, 2008) , we interpreted reductions in power as indicative of greater cerebral activation.
LORETA Distributed Source Estimation
The modeling of distributed sources from scalp-recorded electrical activity was performed in general accord with previously described procedures (e.g., Pizzagalli, Oakes, & Davidson, 2003; Putnam, Pizzagalli, Gooding, Kalin, & Davidson, 2008) . In brief, in-house MATLAB code implementing the LORETA algorithm (Pascual-Marqui, Michel, & Lehmann, 1994; Frei, Gamma, Pascual-Marqui, Lehmann, Hell, & Vollenweider, 2001 ) estimated cerebral activation. LORETA has undergone extensive cross-modal validation 2 and is often preferred to overdetermined dipole-based source modeling methods (e.g., BESA). Three-dimensional intracerebral current density estimates (A/ m 2 ) were generated by applying an inverse operator distributed with the LORETA-Key software suite (Pascual-Marqui, 1999;  http://www.unizh.ch/keyinst/; regularization parameter for leadfield smoothing of 10 À 5 ) to EMG-and Alpha-band cross-spectral matrices that were calculated with the artifact-free Hanningwindowed epochs from the scalp analyses. The forward-model is a 3-shell spherical head model using 125 cephalic EEG electrodes. The source-space is normalized to the Montreal Neurologic Institute's probabilistic MRI anatomical template (i.e., MNI305; Evans et al., 1993; Collins, Neelin, Peters & Evans, 1994) , restricted to the cerebral gray matter, hippocampi, and amygdalae on a 7-mm 3 isotropic lattice. LORETA source-estimates were log 10 -transformed prior to analysis (Thatcher, North, & Biver, 2005) . Results are displayed on the rendered canonical brain provided with LORETA-Key.
Regression-Based EMG Correction Techniques
This study examined four different regression-based techniques for removing EMG artifact: within-subjects epoch-wise, withinsubjects condition-wise, between-subjects condition-wise, and between-subjects with condition difference scores. Henceforth, these methods are respectively referred to as the ''epoch-wise,'' ''condition-wise,'' ''between-subjects,'' and ''difference-scores'' techniques. In each case, regressions used log-transformed spectral power density from the alpha-band EEG as the dependent measure and an EMG index as the predictor in a regression model. The index of EMG activation was calculated separately from each EEG electrode as the log-transformed spectral-power within a specified frequency range at that given electrode. The regression was performed using a linear model with ordinary least-squares parameter estimation (i.e., EEG alpha power 5 -b 1 n EEG EMG power 1b 0 1e). Residualized EEG power was calculated as the sum of the nonstandardized residuals plus the constant-term from this regression model (b 0 1e). In all cases, separate regression models were computed for each channel or voxel. Inferential statistics were computed on the residualized (''EMG-filtered'') EEG-power values.
Both the epoch-wise and condition-wise techniques made use of regressions computed separately for each participant. Epochwise correction made use of power estimates (i.e., EMG and Alpha EEG) from each 1.024-s window (''epoch'') of data as points in the regression. When epoch-wise correction was applied to LORETA solutions, separate cross-spectral matrices and source-estimates were created for each 1.024 s Hanning-windowed epoch of data. To the best of our knowledge, this technique is a novel extension of the regression-based family of EMG-correction methods. Condition-wise correction (Davidson, 1988; Pivik et al., 1993; Davidson, Marshall, Tomarken, & Henriques, 2000; Lutz, Greischar, Rawlings, Ricard, & Davidson, 2004 ) is very similar to the epoch-wise method; however, mean power estimates from each of the four conditions (i.e., averaged across epochs) are used as points in the regression.
Both the between-subjects and difference-score techniques made use of inter-individual regressions, so each regression model uses data from all subjects. Between-subjects correction (Gasser, Schuller, & Gasser, 2005; Coan & Allen, 2003; Schellberg, Besthorn, Klos, & Gasser, 1990 ) uses the mean power estimate for each condition from each subject for the regression. The difference-score correction was performed using differences in spectral power between a ''treatment'' and ''control'' condition (e.g., OT minus OR) instead of mean power estimates from each condition. For the difference-score method, separate regression models were computed for each contrast of interest. 2 LORETA has been validated using simulations (Grova et al., 2006; Pascual-Marqui, Esslen, Kochi, & Lehmann, 2002; Phillips, Rugg, & Friston, 2002 a,b; Trujillo-Barreto, Aubert-Vazquez, & Penny, 2008; Yao & Dewald, 2005) , verified epileptic foci (Lantz et al., 1997; Worrell et al., 2000; Zumsteg, Friedman, Wennberg, & Wieser, 2005; Zumsteg, Wennberg, Treyer, Buck, & Wieser, 2005) , intra-cerebral recordings (Bai, Towle, He, & He, 2007; Seeck et al., 1998; Zumsteg, Friedman et al., 2005) , positron emission tomography , and functional magnetic resonance imaging (Bai et al., 2007; Duru et al., 2007; Eryilmaz, Duru, Parlak, Ademoglu, & Demiralp, 2007; Meltzer, Negishi, Mayes, & Constable, 2007; Mulert et al., 2004; Vitacco, Brandeis, Pascual-Marqui, & Martin, 2002) .
3 LORETA requires no subjective a priori assumptions about the number or orientation of sources (cf. Miltner, Braun, Johnson, Simpson, & Ruchkin, 1994; Kobayashi, Yoshinaga, Ohtsuka, & Gotman, 2005) and provides a more accurate localization of intracerebral sources than dipolar methods under at least some conditions (Fuchs, Wagner, Kohler, & Wischmann, 1999; Yao & Dewald, 2005) . Unlike dipole methods, the proportion of variance in the scalp distribution predicted by a LORETA solution always approximates unity.
EMG Indices
For each of the four correction techniques, we examined three different indices of EMG power: 45-200 Hz, 70-80 Hz, and 51-69 Hz. The 45-200 Hz index is a broad-band definition for EMG power, commonly employed in psychophysiological work where facial EMG is a variable of substantive interest (e.g., Sutton, Davidson, Donzella, Irwin, & Dottl, 1997; Shackman, Sarinopoulos, Maxwell, Pizzagalli, Lavric, & Davidson, 2006) , whereas the latter two narrow-band indices have been previously employed for the purpose of correcting scalp EEG for EMG contamination Gasser et al., 2005) . 4 Although not exhaustive of all possible EMG band definitions, these bands provide sufficient diversity to represent those used in previous studies and ultimately gauge the influence that the definition of EMG-band has upon the residualization technique. Power in an EMG frequency-band was calculated at each EEG channel and used as the EMG predictor in the regression model at that channel. By estimating EMG separately at each channel, we can compensate for the fact that EMG arises from several muscle groups, each possessing unique frequencies and spatial distributions (van Boxtel, 2001; Goncharova, McFarland, Vaughan, & Wolpaw, 2003) that will result in variations in myogenic artifact at different electrodes. An additional benefit is that this approach does not require dedicated EMG electrodes, so experimenters that do not collect data from these sites may perform this correction as well.
Evaluation Strategy
Each combination of correction technique and EMG index was evaluated in terms of its sensitivity, defined as the attenuation of myogenic artifact in the alpha band, and specificity, defined as the preservation and/or recovery of neurogenic effects in the alpha band.
Quantification of sensitivity. In order to assess sensitivity, we created a myogenic region of interest (ROI) by thresholding the alpha-band OR-OTcontrast at a two-tailed po.01 for scalp data and two-tailed po.005 for LORETA solutions. We then examined the degree to which data corrected with each of the regression-based techniques attenuated alpha-band myogenic effects with a double difference score that measured the difference between a contrast of interest (see below) after residualizing and the 'ideal' results. The median t-score in the myogenic ROI from this double-difference contrast quantified the amount of artifact surviving correction and/or data corruption due to residualization. This procedure evaluated four contrasts of interest: (i) the purely EMG effect (residualized OR-OT), (ii) purely EEG effect ([re-
sidualized (OR-CR)]F[OR-CR]), (iii) EMG and EEG positively covaried ([residualized OR-CT]F[OR-CR]), and (iv) EMG and EEG negatively covaried ([residualized OT-CR]F[OR-CR])
. The final contrast is analogous to experiments in which an emotionally neutral condition is compared to an emotionally provocative condition (i.e., amplified EMG and attenuated alpha power, indicative of greater neural activation).
A significant t-test for any of these contrasts (po.05, uncorrected) indicates the presence of significant activity in the myogenic ROI after residualization, a sign of poor sensitivity. However, failure to reject the null hypothesis does not indicate the absence of residual myogenic activity. In order to more rigorously test whether such EMG-corrected contrasts were significantly equivalent to artifact-free data, the WestlakeSchuirmann test (Seaman & Serlin, 1998) was employed. Commonly known as the two one-sided tests (TOST) method, a number of fields (most notably the pharmaceutical industry where it is the U.S. Food and Drug Agency's mandated procedure for evaluating bioequivalence; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2001) consider TOST the gold standard for statistically testing equivalence. The null hypothesis for TOST is that the mean difference lies outside of the range [ À e, e] , where e is an a priori error tolerance. To reject the null (i.e., demonstrate significant equivalence) for a 5 .05, one must demonstrate that the 90 th percentile confidence interval of the mean difference between the artifact-free and EMG-corrected data lies completely within the interval [ À e, e] . For this study, we set e equal to 0.5 standard deviations of the artifact-free data. The decision not to use a more conservative criterion was dictated by inherent uncertainties about the stability of activity from block to block.
Quantification of specificity. Specificity was assessed in a manner analogous to the sensitivity. A neurogenic ROI was defined based on the OR-CR contrast. Because this effect was statistically significant at every electrode (see Results), the ROI was constructed by selecting electrodes with t-scores in the top 6th percentile across the scalp. We then examined the degree to which each of the four correction techniques preserved alpha-band neurogenic effects using the median value in the neurogenic ROI from a double-difference t-test using contrasts with (i) purely
EEG effects ([residualized OR-CR]F[OR-CR]), (ii) EMG and EEG positively covaried ([residualized OR-CT]F[OR-CR]), and (iii) EMG and EEG negatively covaried ([residualized OT-CR]F[OR-CR])
. Significance in these tests indicates that EMG correction significantly altered neurogenic activity, a sign of poor sensitivity. If these results were not significant, the TOST would determine if the EMG-corrected data were significantly equivalent to artifact-free data.
As an additional means of assessing specificity, we tested whether any of the correction techniques artificially produced significant effects outside of the myogenic ROI for the pure EMG contrast (OR-OT). In the absence of any correction, this contrast was associated with significantly greater alpha power in the myogenic ROI and nowhere else; therefore, the presence of significant effects outside of the myogenic ROI following correction would indicate a lack of specificity. To formally test this hypothesis, Pearson's w 2 test was used to determine if the frequency of suprathreshold (po.01, uncorrected) effects outside the myogenic ROI was greater than chance, indicating poor specificity.
Results
Scalp Effects Prior to EMG-Correction
EMG effects in the alpha band. As seen in Figure 2A , the OR-OT contrast shows that the scripted muscle-tensing protocol significantly increased alpha power near facial muscles at midlinefrontal and right-frontal electrodes. Based on this contrast, the myogenic ROIs for sensitivity analyses ( Figure 3A) were defined as frontal and right-frontal electrodes (AF7/8, AF3/4, FP2, Nz, F10), median t(16) 5 À 3.40, p 5 .0018, Z 2 5 0.419. It is important to emphasize that this robust frontal EMG effect was obtained after the rejection of gross artifacts (see Method), and reflects contributions from a sustained, subtle EMG artifact that more closely resembles that which covaries with experimental Validation of residualization 5 manipulations of psychological variables (e.g., cognitive load, emotion).
EEG effects in the alpha band. The eyes open-closed manipulation significantly attenuated alpha power at all electrodes, with peak change in power at midline parietal sites (see Figure  2B ). The neurogenic ROI for specificity analyses ( Figure 3B ) was defined as the region of peak significance and contained midline parietal electrodes (P1/2, P3/4, PO3, CPz, Pz, and POz), median t(16) 5 À 8.93, po.0001, Z 2 5 0.833. This effect is markedly larger than the myogenic effect at frontal sites, as evinced by the two-fold larger effect size.
Covarying effects. Furthermore, in the absence of any correction, EMG notably distorted the magnitude and topography of EEG effects in the alpha band. When EEG and EMG positively covaried (OR-CT), the EEG contrast remained significant at all channels, but the peak shifted from midline parietal channels to a more central and left-frontal focus (AF7, F7, and F9; Figure 2C ). In the case where EEG and EMG negatively covary (OT-CR), the effect size at the midline parietal ROI showed a non-significant reduction from t(16) 5 À 8.93 to t(16) 5 À 8.07 (po.0001 for both; the significance of the reduction was t(16) 5 0.55, p 5 .30). However, activation at anterior sites diminished to the point where several electrodes no longer reached conventional statistical significance, reflected by a decrease in the median ts of the myogenic ROI. Although the effect remained significant at the myogenic ROI in the OT-CR contrast (median t drops from t(16) 5 À 6.99, po.0001 to t(16) 5 À 4.61, p 5 .0001), the attenuation of effect size was significant t(16) 5 3.30, p 5 .0023 (see Figure 2D) . Such an effect would be of concern for experiments in which the EEG effect of interest lay more anterior to the regions associated with the alpha-blocking protocol used here.
Sensitivity of EMG Correction on the Scalp
Pure EMG effects (OR-OT contrast). Visual inspection of the t-maps (Figure 4 ) indicated that the condition-wise correction technique exhibited poor sensitivity, failing to adequately remove myogenic activation. Significant median ts in the myogenic ROI after correction for each of the three EMG indices confirmed this impression (ts(16)o À 2.34, pso.04). By contrast, the epoch-wise, between-subjects and difference-score techniques did not significantly deviate from the expected values (epoch-wise |t|s(16)o1.65, p40.12; between-subjects |t|s(16)o0.41, p4.69; difference-score |t|s(16)o1.74, p4.10). The TOST equivalence test revealed that the epoch-wise methods, between-subjects methods and difference-score methods (except when paired with the 51-69 Hz EMG band) achieved results sufficiently near the target data to be considered effective correction techniques (see Table 1 , hashed-out cells denote correction schemes resulting in significant deviations from the ideal results and cells shaded red denote failure to satisfy the TOST).
Pure EEG effects (OR-CR contrast). All of the EMGcorrection techniques behaved appropriately in the absence of EMG artifact, meaning that they did not generate significant deviation from the expected eyes open-closed effect (|t|s(16) o1.87, ps4.09). The TOST equivalency test revealed negligible dissimilarity compared to the original OR-CR contrast (Table 1, Figure 5 ).
Positively covarying effects (OR-CT contrast).
In this case, the between-subjects technique ( Figure 6 tended to overcorrect EMG artifact, as evinced by the significant positive alpha-band deviations in the myogenic ROI following correction, ts(16)42.12, pso.05. By contrast, the epoch-wise, conditionwise and difference-score methods did not exhibit significant deviations from the expected OR-CR effect within the myogenic ROI (epoch-wise ts(16)o1.98, ps4.07; within-subjects ts(16) o1.81, ps4.09; difference-score ts(16)o0.09, ps4.38) and were deemed successful by the TOST equivalency test (Table 1) .
Negatively covarying effects (OT-CR contrast). In this case, the condition-wise technique exhibited poor sensitivity across EMG indices (Figure 7 , condition-wise ts(16)42.57, pso.02), and the difference-score technique showed poor sensitivity when paired with the broad-band 45-200Hz EMG index (t(16) 5 -2.15, p 5 .05). However, the deviations from the expected value were non-significant for the difference-score technique when paired with either of the narrow-band EMG indices (|t|s(16)o1.77, p4.095), the between-subjects paired with any of the EMG-regressors (|t|s(16)o0.71, ps4.49), or the epochwise method with any of the regressor bands (|t|s(16)o0.78, ps4.45). Furthermore, all of the between-subjects and epochwise methods achieved significance for the TOSTequivalency test (Table 1) .
Specificity of EMG Correction on the Scalp
Pure EMG effects (OR-OTcontrast). We use a one-tailed w 2 distribution to test the frequency of spurious effects outside the myogenic ROI. The condition-wise technique exhibited poor specificity for all frequency bands, with 29 or more channels reaching significance outside of the myogenic ROI for each EMG-band, w 2 (1, n 5 122)490.49, po.0001. Similarly, the difference-score method had a substantial number of spurious effects for all EMG-bands (w Pure EEG effects (OR-CR contrast). Visual inspection of the t-maps suggests that all techniques preserved the ubiquitous eyes open-closed alpha-band effect on the scalp ( Figure 5) . However, the median t-score from the neurogenic ROI indicated that corrections made with the narrow-band 51-69 Hz EMG index for condition-wise, difference-score and between-subject methods were associated with poor specificity, as evinced by significant deviations from the expected value (ts(16)42.45, pso.021). The difference-score technique paired with the broad-band EMG index showed deviation from the expected value as well (45-200 Hz, t(16) 5 2.14, p 5 .05). The eight remaining techniques did not significantly deviate from the expected EEG effect at parietal sites (t(16)o1.92, p4.07), and, with the exception of the condition-wise 70-80 Hz method, all demonstrated significant equivalence with the artifact-free neurogenic effect (Table 1) .
Positively covarying effects (OR-CT contrast). The alphaband neurogenic effect in the neurogenic ROI ( Figure 6 ) was reduced for all condition-wise corrections (t (16) (Table 1) . Visual inspection also revealed that several of the methods could not correct the troubling shift in topography from neurogenic foci overlying midline parietal sites to right frontal electrodes. At a qualitative level, only the epoch-wise correction properly recovered the original scalp topography of the neurogenic effect.
Negatively covarying effects (OT-CR contrast). In this case, every combination of correction technique and EMG index preserved appropriate alpha-band activation in the neurogenic ROI (ts(16) o1.52, ps4.15). The condition-wise 45-200 Hz method and all epoch-wise, between-subjects, and difference-score methods demonstrated equivalence with the TOST (Table 1) .
Intracerebral Effects Prior to EMG-Correction
The OR-OT contrast resulted in 87 frontal voxels reaching significance (|t|(16)43.250, po.005 two-tailed, uncorrected; Figure 8) . The OR-CR contrast resulted in widespread significance for the LORETA solutions: 2289 voxels (95.6% of the cortical gray matter) surpassed the po.005 two-tailed significance threshold. The effects of the confounded contrasts in LORETA largely mirrored those seen on the scalp. The positive confound (OR-CT) had 2341 significant voxels (97.8%) with only small patches on the right temporal pole and right orbitofrontal cortex failing to reach significance. The negatively confounded contrast (OT-CR) greatly attenuated the breadth of the effect (1617 significant voxels, 67.5% of cortex) but preserved significance in the same direction as the original OR-CR contrast bilaterally on the dorsal surface of the frontal lobe and the right-hemisphere of the parietal lobe.
Sensitivity and Specificity of EMG Correction on LORETA Source Estimates
Visual inspection of the OR-OT t-maps (Figure 8 ) suggested that the regression-based techniques performed poorly at voxelwise EMG correction. The between-subjects, difference-score, and Validation of residualization 7 contained within the interval AE e, one can assert that the residualized data are statistically equivalent to the 'ideal' clean results, indicating good specificity. If the TOST criteria is not met, indicating poor specificity, the cell is shaded red. Conditions with significant mean differences between the EMG-residualized data and the ideal data were not subjected to the TOST follow-up test, so their cells have been hashed out with gray.
epoch-wise techniques appeared somewhat successful at attenuating the bilateral frontal and right parietal foci of alpha-band myogenic activation (displayed in blue); however, severe overcorrection (displayed in red) was also prominent. A significant number of voxels outside of the myogenic ROI erroneously became significant after correction was performed. Between-subjects had 226-279 erroneously significant non-myogenic voxels (w 2 (1, N 5 2307)44007.49, po.0001), the difference-score technique had 384-428 significant voxels (w . Because all of these correction techniques resulted in large errors on the simple EMG-only OR-OT contrasts, further tests of sensitivity and specificity were not performed because the magnitude of failure during this basic contrast was sufficient to preclude any endorsement of these methods.
Discussion
Correcting EMG Artifact on the Scalp: Summary and Recommendations Even after rejecting epochs contaminated by gross EMG artifacts, low-intensity clenching of the facial musculature significantly increased spectral power in the alpha band at frontal electrodes on the scalp. When this comparatively subtle myogenic artifact covaried with alpha blocking, manipulated by opening and closing the eyes, we found that it altered the magnitude and topography of the alpha-blocking effect despite the two-fold larger effect size for the neurogenic effect. Taken together, these observations underscore the hazards of making inferences, even in lower bands of the EEG, in the presence of EMG. Although we did not formally examine the influence of EMG on individual differences in EEG, one should assume that myogenic artifact could have serious consequences for such analyses as well.
Additional concern stems from the asymmetrical distribution of myogenic artifact observed in this study. Although the asymmetry of the facial musculature's action is well established (Davidson, Shackman, & Maxwell, 2004; Zhou & Hu, 2004; Borod, Haywood, & Koff, 1997; Ekman, Hager, & Friesen, 1981) , this study emphasizes the danger of computing EEG asymmetry or laterality metrics without giving consideration to the effects of myogenic artifact. Given the prevalence of studies employing alpha-band asymmetry scores at anterior electrodes to study the neural substrates of emotional processing, it is essential that further study explore the extent to which asymmetry scores are susceptible to EMG and which residualization methods are appropriate for removing contamination.
As shown by the summary in Table 2 , every technique except the novel epoch-wise method failed at least one test of specificity or sensitivity. The condition-wise residualization routinely shows poor sensitivity for the EMG-only (OR-OT) and negatively confounded (OT-CR) contrasts and poor specificity for the EMG-only (OR-OT) and positively confounded (OR-CT) contrasts. Between-subjects residualization evinced poor sensitivity in the positively confounded (OR-CT) contrast and poor specificity in the EMG-only contrast (OR-OT). The difference-score method had insufficient sensitivity in the negatively confounded contrast (OT-CR) and inadequate specificity for all other conditions (OR-OT, OR-CT, and OR-CR) 5 . Although the choice of correction technique has a profound influence on one's results, the impact of EMG index is less easily summarized. The choice of EMG index had minimal influence in the sensitivity of the correction techniques, with the exception of the difference-score method. The choice of EMG index had a more substantial impact on specificity of the correction, but the pattern defies any concise summary (Table 2) . If one constrains choices of EMG index to the epoch-wise method because of its general success, the 51-69 Hz band cannot be recommended due to an indeterminate level of specificity in the case of positively confounded neurogenic and myogenic effects. Therefore, we recommend using the epoch-wise method paired with the 45-200 Hz broad-band or 70-80 Hz narrow-band EMG indices for Validation of residualization 9 Figure 2B ). 5 It is unlikely that the significant effects seen here after correction reflect a modulation of motor-cortex activity due to the tensing of facial musculature. An extensive examination of the regions involved in the generation of facial expressions by Morecraft, Stilwell-Morecraft, and Rossing (2004) implicates the mesial aspects of motor cortex (area 6), and the topography of the OR-OT alpha-band effect (Figure 2A) is not consistent with such a generator. Furthermore, the direction of the effects seen after correction of EMG is in the opposite direction than would be predicted (i.e., the contrast reveals relatively more alpha, indicative of reduced activation, for the muscle-tensed conditions, which would correspond to a decrease in neural activation).
correction of alpha-band EEG 6 ; The utility of this method for removing EMG contamination from higher-frequency EEG bands (e.g., gamma) requires further examination.
Correcting EMG Artifact in LORETA Solutions: Summary and Recommendations Somewhat unexpectedly, the results of residualization on LOR-ETA solutions differed greatly from the results on the scalp. The condition-wise, between-subjects, and difference-score residualization methods each displayed an extreme lack of sensitivity and propensity for inflating artifact throughout the solution space, thereby precluding any endorsement. Even the epoch-wise method that performed admirably on the scalp was subject to errors, namely widespread overcorrection of artifact. However, these poor performances do not necessarily condemn the use of residualization techniques on source-localized data altogetherFrather the problem may reflect an inability of the source estimation algorithm to properly localize data in the presence of artifact. EMG-contaminated data is a mixture of intra-cranial (neurogenic) and extra-cranial (myogenic) sources. Because the skull is positioned differently relative to these sources, the relationships mapping intra-cranial dipoles to scalp electrodes would show marked differences from the mapping of extra-cranial dipoles to electrodes. Therefore, forcing purely intra-cranial dipole-models to account for a mixture of intra-and extra-cranial sources could severely warp the solution and render the true neurogenic solution unrecoverable by regression. Removing extra-cranial sources from the data prior to source-estimation or explicitly building extra-cranial dipoles into the solution space may attenuate this form of corruption during source localization.
Future Challenges
Correcting artifact on the scalp. EMG artifacts extend sufficiently low in the frequency domain to contaminate alpha-band activity, so any study that explicitly (i.e., directed facial actions or verbal responses) or implicitly (i.e., changes in emotion or increased cognitive effort) induces muscle activity must be wary of artifact throughout the entire EEG spectrum. Moreover, even when emotion is not explicitly manipulated, individual differences in affective style may well be associated with variations in patterns of dispositional facial muscle activity. Historically, a wide variety of residualization techniques have been used to correct these artifacts, but our findings demonstrate that the previously unused within-subjects epoch-wise residualization is far superior to more traditional methods in terms of sensitivity and specificity. Additionally, we find that variation in the choice of EMG index in the extant literature should not be of great concern.
The results also suggest that the more traditional betweensubjects methods are acceptable when EMG is negatively con- Note: Summary of conclusions: sensitivity and specificity. A 'good' rating (1) denotes that the EMG-residualized data in the region of interest (ROI) are equivalent to the expected ''ideal'' results (i.e., high sensitivity for removing EMG artifact from the myogenic ROI, high specificity for preserving alpha-band activity in the neurogenic ROI), whereas a 'poor' rating ( À ) is achieved if the residualized data in the ROI significantly deviate from the expected results. If the method does not satisfy either of these criteria, it is marked as 'indeterminate' (o). The OR-OTcontrast (eyes open, relaxed minus tense) used a different method for addressing specificity that employed a chi-squared test to determine whether a non-trivial number of channels reach significance outside of the EMG-ROI after EMG-correction, so this region is shaded to signal this difference.
founded with neurogenic experimental effects. This indicates that the inferences drawn by studies that used this method to correct what was likely negatively covarying myogenic and neurogenic activity (e.g., Gasser et al., 2005; Coan & Allen, 2003 ) are likely to be sound. Although future researchers may have strong a priori hypotheses about the relationship between myogenic signal and other experimental effects that would allow the use of the simpler between-subjects method, the epoch-wise method should still be used to ensure proper correction. An additional benefit of using a within-subjects technique is that it allows the topography of EMG to be tailored to each subject, allowing individual difference in the distribution of the artifact to be properly modeled and removed. Conversely, our results underscore the danger in using the condition-wise or difference-score methods. Although these techniques appear to be reasonable and offer tempting computational simplifications, they do not perform at an acceptable level. There are potential improvements that could render all of the residualization methods described in this paper more useful. First, a single parameter cannot completely characterize EMG; the spectral-composition of EMG power has been shown to vary as a function of muscle group, contraction intensity (Goncharova et al., 2003) , and fatigue (Chung et al., 2002) . Using a single value to parameterize EMG power is an over-simplification that could be overcome by using a multivariate regression model. Defining EMG with several frequency-bands would permit the use of hierarchical-, multiple-, or non-linear regression methods that may better represent these nuanced relations between changes in muscle activity and spectral power in EEG bands of interest. Second, studies have shown that meaningful phase relationships exist between non-facial EMG and EEG signals originating in motor cortex (McKeown & Radtke, 2001 ), suggesting that the inclusion of phase or coherence information into the residualization methods could potentially improve the separability of EEG and EMG signals.
Intracerebral modeling. Our results also indicate that not only can EMG artifact have disastrous consequences for the sourceestimation of spectral EEG, but also that none of the residualization methods assessed adequately corrects for this influence. Although it is tempting to simply extend the electrode-wise residualization technique to operate on a voxel-wise level, the technique did not prove effective. Future research needs to develop source-estimation algorithms that are robust to EMG contamination and/or methods to remove EMG prior to localization. Such problems are likely to be limited to investigations that rely upon estimates of spectral power. Studies that localize event-related potentials (ERPs) and time-domain data should be relatively robust to the pernicious consequences of EMG artifact; however, it would be beneficial for future studies to quantify the effects of myogenic artifact on source-estimates of time-domain data.
One potential approach for creating source-estimates that are robust to EMG contamination would be expanding the sourcespace to include extra-cranial dipoles. Using a suitably high resolution structural magnetic resonance image (MRI), one could generate a finite element model (FEM) or boundary element model (BEM) of the cranium that explicitly defined muscle compartments. Using this model, source solutions would be permitted to localize to both the usual brain compartments (e.g., gray matter) and the added muscle compartment, potentially allowing myogenic activity to properly localize to its myogenic generators. 7 Conceptually similar methods have proven feasible and effective for correcting ocular artifacts (Berg & Scherg, 1991) .
As an alternative to developing an EMG-robust source estimation method, techniques to remove EMG from the timeseries data or cross-spectral matrices prior to the creation of a source-estimate could be developed. The regression techniques described in this study are incapable of cleaning data prior to source-localization because they discard phase information and rely upon estimates of spectral power, preventing the calculation of cross-spectral matrices used to create source-estimates of spectral data. However, independent component analysis (ICA) has proven successful for removing ocular artifacts from timeseries data and has shown potential for removing EMG (Jung et al., 2000; Delorme, Sejnowski, & Makeig, 2007; Fitzgibbon et al., 2007) . This method operates by defining scalp-distributions (i.e., 'components') with statistically independent time-series that the experimenter classifies as artifactual or authentic and then uses to regress artifact out of the time-series data. However, investigations of the validity of this technique used small sample sizes (nso4: Fitzgibbon et al., 2007; Jung et al., 2000) or simulated data that synthesized and 'injected' myogenic signals Delorme et al., 2007) . Such simulations enforce a degree of stereotypy across the scalp and individuals simply not present in real data. Moreover, simulations necessitate strong assumptions of linearity and additivity that bias such experiments to favor correction methods that make similar assumptions.
We firmly believe that ICA-based methods have great potential for EMG correction; however there is a non-trivial amount of work that needs to be done before ICA can be readily applied to the correction of EMG with an adequate degree of confidence in its sensitivity and specificity. In particular, EMG does not necessarily manifest itself in easily discernable components when applied to high-density (128-channel) EEG recordings (Mammone & Morabito, in press). Moreover, preliminary observations Greischar, Shackman, McMenamin, & Davidson, unpublished) in our laboratory suggest that some algorithms may work well for low-but not high-density montages (e.g. De Clercq, Vergult, Vanrumste, Van Paesschen, & Van Huffel, 2006) .
Conclusions
Researchers must remain vigilant for myographic contamination of data and know which correction techniques are appropriate. Even subtle EMG artifact can systematically alter the topography of genuine neurogenic effects, attenuate the magnitude of real effects, and generate spurious ones. Inappropriate correction schemes can exacerbate errors while providing a false sense of confidence in the solution. The present study has demonstrated that the novel within-subjects epoch-wise residualization outperforms traditional power-residualization methods on the scalp; however, none of the methods we tested succeeded when applied to LORETA intracerebral source-estimates of spectral power. Our 'scaling-up' of scalp-based regression to perform voxel-wise correction is an example of a superficially sound method that fails when rigorously investigated. Although our demonstration of a method's failure does not advance the development of artifact correction methods per se, it serves to simultaneously motivate the development of advanced artifact-correction methodology and illustrate the consequences of careless source-estimation. Independent components analysis (ICA) is a promising technique that may allow artifacts to be corrected prior to source localization, however its utility for removing EMG has yet to be rigorously validated, and a straightforward reliable protocol for its implementation has not been published. Given the rising popularity of EEG source-localization (e.g., http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm5/) and the power of EMG artifacts to corrupt data and source-estimates, the development of a method for removing myogenic artifact from source-estimated data is a crucial challenge for future research.
